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Trinity Lutheran Church and School                                                                                           
 
801 South Madison - Sanctuary 
1102 Hamilton Road - School 
Bloomington, Illinois 
 
 

Facilities Location Evaluation and 
Recommendation 
 
Prepared by the Master Site Evaluation Committee (MSEC)  
January 16, 2017 

Committee Charge – As Approved by Trinity Voters Assembly 

Issue:  Trinity currently maintains two locations, or campuses, where its ministries are accomplished 
– 801 South Madison Street (the Church site), and 1102 Hamilton Road (the School site).  The 
Church site is comprised of structures that date from the 1940s and early 1950s.  The School was 
built in 2003. Can Trinity’s ministries be best served by providing significant mechanical, life/safety 
and functional updates to the Church site and continuing to maintain two separate campuses for 
church and school, or by combining school facilities and a new sanctuary at one location on 
Hamilton Road at the present school site? 
 
Scope of Committee:  It will be the responsibility of the Master Site Evaluation Committee to 
evaluate the results of the Facilities Review Committee and recommend a site option that provides 
for the long-term facility needs in order to support the future ministry goals of Trinity Lutheran.  
Specifically, the site options to be considered are: 
 

1. BLDD Architect’s physical conditions assessment recommendations to bring both the 
Madison Street and Hamilton Road facilities within code compliance and to upgrade 
current facilities.  No expansion at either site. 

2. Proposal 1 which maintains two campuses and includes demolition of the 1941 building at 
Madison Street and expansion at both Madison Street and Hamilton Road.  (Attached as 
Exhibit A.) 

3. Proposal 2 which unifies all Trinity facilities (church and school) onto one campus at 
Hamilton Road with an expansion of facilities at Hamilton Road.  (Attached as Exhibit B.) 
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To accomplish this, the Committee will: 
 

1. Pray for the Lord’s guidance and direction. 
2. Study the results of the Facilities Review Committee’s work presented January 2016. 
3. Seek input from and provide information to the congregation that they might be included in 

the planning process.  This should include several scheduled information sessions. 
4. Seek additional input from the church and school called leaders, staff and lay leaders to 

update future ministry goals and plans documented by the Facilities Review Committee. 
5. Having gathered input from the congregation and staff, fully develop the pros and cons of 

each site option from the Facilities Review Committee’s preliminary concept design phase. 
6. Make a site recommendation to the Executive Ministry Staff and Board of Lay Ministry that 

will enable the ministries of Trinity Lutheran to develop their full potential into the future. 
7. Prepare a written Executive Summary and presentation of the Committee’s deliberations 

and recommendations to the Voters Assembly as needed. 
 
The Committee and its charge was approved by the Voters Assembly on January 17, 2016.  
Congregation President Brett Bloebaum secured Committee member volunteers and presented the 
tentative Committee slate to the Board of Lay Ministry at its meeting on March 8, 2016.  BLM 
formally approved the Committee and its charge. 
 
The Committee was composed of the following members: 

 
Tiffany Giordano (resigned upon moving) 
Julie Bakewell    
Paul Nord   Eric Burwell 
Laura Kosinski   Brad Ropp 
Scott Lage – Chair  David Zastrow 
Don Kunde – Advisory  Pastor Tom Wirsing – Advisory 

 
Background:  As part of Trinity’s long range facility review planning process, a Facilities Review 
Committee was charged in September 2013 to assess the overall facility needs of the Madison 
Street campus (church) and the Hamilton Road campus (school).  This included a physical conditions 
assessment by BLDD Architects to determine the structural and mechanical integrity of all of 
Trinity’s facilities.  It also included a functional assessment by Francois Associates Architects to 
determine whether the current facilities are capable of meeting the long term functional program 
needs of Trinity’s various ministries in an efficient and effective manner.  Two comprehensive 
reports from these two assessments were provided.  Extensive upgrades were identified as 
necessary at the present church site.  In light of this, preliminary concept designs for site proposals 
and estimated costs were provided for accomplishing Trinity’s ministries at both the South Madison 
site as well as at the Hamilton Road site.  The former involved demolition, remodeling and 
expansion, while the latter involved all new construction.  The Facilities Review Committee made a 
formal presentation of its findings to the congregation at the January 17, 2016 Voters Assembly and 
during bible study hour on several subsequent Sundays. 
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MSEC: Investigation, Research and Inquiry 

Beginning with its first meeting in April 2016, the Committee sought to understand the long and rich 
history of Trinity’s church and school.  This would provide a solid foundation to understand where 
Trinity Lutheran has been, how it has moved forward, where it is now, and how we might best focus 
and learn which site Trinity can best accomplish its ministries from in the future. 
 
MSEC met with several people who possess special knowledge about Trinity’s history and facilities.  
All played important parts leading up to the Facilities Review Committee’s final presentation and 
conclusions: 
 
Penny Trower, Chair of the Facilities Review Committee.  Penny provided background concerning 
her Committee’s charge, enlightened the MSEC on the process it went through assembling 
information provided by outside experts, and discussed her Committee’s final report and 
presentation of two conceptual site plan options prepared by architect Russell Francois. 
 
Don Kunde, a member of the Facilities Review Committee who had deep involvement with the 
physical conditions assessment provided by BLDD architects.  Don also had significant involvement 
with the investigation and planning surrounding the new school project on Hamilton Road.  Don 
provided a wealth of information concerning the condition of Trinity’s structures on South Madison 
Street and on Hamilton Road.  As current Lay Director of Properties, Don has key insight and 
knowledge of how the BLDD condition assessment translates into functional operation of our 
properties. 
 
Scott Hoeft, Director of Finance.  Scott is the Executive Ministry Staff member with ultimate 
responsibility for the maintenance, upkeep, and upgrades necessary to maintain our current 
properties in working condition. 
 
Pastor Wirsing, senior pastor at Trinity. Pastor has been at Trinity for over 20 years, and brings 
unique historical perspective from a pastoral viewpoint.  He has been involved as an advisor in 
numerous studies of our facilities, our ministries, and facility updates and expansions that the 
congregation has approved in order to further Trinity’s ministries.  
 
With a strong current and historical understanding of Trinity’s church and school facilities, MSEC 
members moved forward to listen to, inform and educate the congregation concerning the church 
sanctuary remaining at South Madison versus moving to Hamilton Road in a number of different 
ways.  This was accomplished by: 
 

1) MSEC members wearing special identification nametags for congregational visibility; 
2) MSEC member pictures published on large foamboards located in the narthex and 

basement for congregational visibility; 
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3) Conceptual site plans published on large foamboards located in the basement to 
stimulate congregational interest, knowledge and conversation about sanctuary location; 

4) MSEC members dedicated to Sunday attendance in basement and main floor fellowship 
areas of the worship facility in June, July and August to engage in conversation with 
members; 

5) Suggestion Box placement in narthex to receive congregation thoughts, questions and 
opinions concerning sanctuary location; 

6) MSEC e-mail address for receipt of congregation thoughts, questions and opinions 
concerning sanctuary location; 

7) Periodic communication with congregation concerning updates on Committee progress 
via The Messenger, Cross Currents, and Sunday morning messages from the lectern. 

8) Hosting meetings (forums) with the congregation to share information and receive 
feedback and questions. 

 
MSEC members engaged in many, many conversations with Trinity congregation members in the 
basement fellowship area and narthex on Sundays, in Family Life Groups as they met, and in other 
social settings.  Numerous thoughts, opinions and questions were also received in the Suggestion 
Box and via the MSEC e-mail address.  After thorough discussion amongst MSEC members and 
analysis of congregational feedback, a number of common themes, perceptions, thoughts and 
opinions emerged.   
 
An MSEC subcommittee synthesized congregational input through mid-July into a formal list of pros 
and cons of the sanctuary remaining at South Madison versus moving to Hamilton Road.  This list 
was published via large foamboard displays located in the church narthex and basement.  Single-
page handouts of this list were also distributed by ushers prior to Sunday morning services in late 
July.  The publication of the pros and cons list informed the congregation of its collective thoughts, 
invited additional opinion and input, and created a platform of thought from which members could 
begin to evaluate whether Trinity’s ministries would best be served by retaining the sanctuary at 
South Madison or by moving it to join the school on Hamilton Road.  This “Pros and Cons” list is 
attached to this report as “Exhibit C.”  Publication of the “list” fostered substantial additional 
conversation amongst MSEC members and the congregation, and additional dissemination of 
educational information that MSEC members had learned throughout this process. 
 
Formal congregational meetings were planned to provide a more structured environment in which 
to exchange thoughts and information amongst the MSEC, pastoral and lay staff, and congregation 
members.  The forums were designed to provide a group setting for direct questions, answers, and 
discussion regarding thoughts, opinions and issues concerning the location of Trinity’s worship 
facilities.  Forums were scheduled for Sunday, September 18 in the sanctuary after the 11AM 
service, Wednesday, September 21 in the school multi-purpose room at 7PM, and Sunday, 
November 13 in the church gym after 11AM service.  The latter included a light catered meal and 
childcare for any parents needing it.  Differing times, dates and amenities were offered in an effort 
to attract as many different demographic groups of the congregation as possible.  Those unable to 
attend could view a video of the September 18 forum on the Trinity website, or read a transcript of 
the September 18 or 21 forums which were available in the church office. 
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Identical formats were used for each meeting: a historical introduction by the MSEC reviewing 
Trinity church and school operations and locations from 1858 to present; pastoral perspectives on 
Trinity ministries, congregational demographics, and current religious worship facility perceptions 
and trends; open forum for questions, answers and discussion amongst all attendees.  The forums 
provided for robust and pertinent discussion and lasted approximately 2 hours.  Total attendance at 
the three forums was approximately 375. 
 
After the conclusion of the final congregational forum, the MSEC met to aggregate and synthesize 
member’s thoughts and opinions based on several months of productive interaction with Trinity 
staff and congregation members. 
 
 

Information Synthesis 

 
There were many pros and cons expressed by Trinity members and staff to the MSEC.  They were 
grouped into a smaller number of common-themed issues and summarized as follows: 
 
Sanctuary remains at South Madison 
 
 Pros –  Remain at present location where we’ve been and served for 75 years 
  Remain in physical proximity to current neighborhood ministries 
  Retain our beautiful sanctuary 
  Retain connection to sentimental memories accumulated at current worship facility 
  
 Cons - Limited land for facility and green space development and expansion 
  Locked onto present footprint due to city sewer location next to sanctuary 
  Uncertainty of acquiring neighboring properties for expansion 

Limited parking due to expansion consumption of present parking space  
Demolition and property acquisition costs are poor financial stewardship since they 

could be avoided with Hamilton Road proposal 
  Loss of synergy because of separation of church and school 
  Long-term neighborhood stability and safety 
  Inability to attract new members to present facility/setting without costly updates 
  Ministries and worship may suffer during an 18-month construction project 
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Sanctuary moves to Hamilton Road 
 
 Pros -  Large land area provides for flexibility and expansion of structures and green space 
  All necessary land is paid for and no demolition costs necessary 
  Synergy with church and school at same location (visibility to each other) 
  Additional ministry opportunities with Luther Oaks and new neighborhoods 
  Flexibility for future ministry expansion/development 
  Ability to attract new members to a state of the art worship and fellowship facility 
  Absence of construction impacting ongoing ministries and worship 
 
 Cons - Leave present neighborhood where we’ve been and served for 75 years 
  Leave our beautiful sanctuary 
  Leave connection to sentimental memories accumulated at current worship facility
  South Hill neighborhood ministries may suffer with move to new location 
 
 
The MSEC concluded that Trinity’s ministries could be accomplished at the present time at either 
the South Madison or Hamilton Road location.  Of greater concern is determining which site will 
best support the long-term ministry goals of Trinity Lutheran.  
  
 

Site Commentary 

 
South Madison Street Site 
 
The South Madison location is geographically constrained.  Upgrades to this facility for usability and 
code compliance without expansion,  or a new construction and remodeling project could both 
provide the physical structures necessary to improve upon how we fulfill today’s ministries.   
 
However, MSEC has serious concerns for Trinity’s ability to effectively accomplish its ministries in 
the future at this site.  Upgrades without expansion do not provide additional ministry capabilities, 
and could be viewed as a costly temporary “band-aid” solution.  It is questionable whether Trinity 
has the ability to acquire neighboring properties surrounding the present South Madison site in 
order to provide adequate parking, green space and future ministry options for expansion 
associated with new construction and remodeling.  Since present parking would be consumed by 
additional structural footprint, inability to purchase neighboring properties or to do so at a 
reasonable cost would limit or prohibit expansion or remodeling goals.  Unfortunately, unless all 
such needed property was purchased prior to new and remodel construction, final structural plans 
would be difficult to complete.  MSEC investigated the feasibility of constructing a multi-level 
parking deck west of the present city sewer line to accommodate additional parking.  The cost 
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would likely be 10 to 15 times the cost, per space, of surface parking on raw ground, and ongoing 
maintenance costs would be substantial.   
 
Future expansion plans may not be possible due to consumption of all available footprint east of the 
present city sewer line.  MSEC conferred with the City of Bloomington about future City plans or 
willingness to move and relocate the existing sewer line.  The City has no such plans to do so.  
Funding such a project privately would likely be cost prohibitive since this two-block section of 
sewer line runs through the middle of Trinity’s property and would need to be moved a substantial 
distance to free up significant additional buildable footprint. 
 
Even if current space needs could be accommodated through land purchases, Trinity’s ministries 
would be forced to co-exist with an 18-month construction project.  This could mean suspension or 
curtailment of many current ongoing ministry activities.   
 
Sinking substantial funds into the South Madison site without certainty of the ability to expand in 
the future to accommodate changing ministry needs might be considered as less than desirable 
stewardship of church funds.  In sum, MSEC considers these to be prohibitive challenges. 
 
A key element in securing the future survival and success of Trinity’s ministries is providing an 
environment that will attract, welcome and retain new congregational members.  This encompasses 
both the worship facilities and surrounding environment.  Trinity’s current neighborhood 
environment has deteriorated over a period of several decades with a similar prognosis for the 
foreseeable future.  Safety and security have become, and will remain an increasingly important 
issue at the South Madison location.   
 
Trinity’s current sanctuary is a beautiful and impressive worship facility. It contains many significant 
historic symbols of our Lutheran faith.  The educational and fellowship space has served several 
generations.  In sum, our combined South Madison facilities have served the congregation well for 
75 years.  While traditional worship, Sunday School and fellowship surroundings appear to have 
appeal to older generations, millennials (and likely those that follow) are more drawn to updated 
facilities that provide a more functional, flexible setting for a variety of types of worship and 
fellowship.  In general, churches that are growing and thriving tend to be those offering more 
modern facilities with comfortable, flexible, welcoming surroundings.  These types of facilities can 
cater to a variety of worship and fellowship settings.  Our current sanctuary and surrounding 
facilities are not flexible or particularly comfortable.  Our Sunday School and fellowship areas are 
outdated and not welcoming.   
 
The challenges involved in upgrading our present facilities, as outlined above, present a significant 
challenge.  Failure to provide the type of facilities that will not only support Trinity’s future 
ministries but also attract and retain new members is a blueprint for stagnation and decline.  
Trinity’s recent history has been one of vibrancy and growth, contrary to LCMS congregations in 
general.  To continue in this manner will require attentiveness to future generation wants and 
needs.  In sum, MSEC considers the challenges that our current worship facilities present in these 
areas to be prohibitive. 
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Hamilton Road Site 
 
Trinity’s Hamilton Road property provides a clean slate from which to plan facilities that can 
accommodate future ministries.  Shortcomings in the South Madison site’s functional assessment 
are more easily addressed: flexible open areas to host large events (250+ people); increased kitchen 
space;  flexible, spacious, welcoming youth area; 12 to 15 flexible classrooms/conference rooms for 
adults with the ability to seat up to 100 people; storage space; special-use areas such as nursery 
with visual/audio access to worship, nursing mothers, bride/groom area, library; adequate 
restrooms; fellowship/coffee area; spacious narthex/gathering area.   
 
The synergy created by locating Trinity’s church and school at the same site is significant.  This was 
an advantage enjoyed for nearly 50 years at the South Madison site.  Trinity school students’ ability 
to utilize church facilities and pastoral staff as part of their spiritual education, particularly in their 
worship activities, is an important component in their Christian education, and it has been absent 
for over a decade with the relocation of the school to Hamilton Road. With separation of church and 
school, student’s parents are removed from daily contact with the church facility and its staff.  “Out 
of sight, out of mind” results in a higher probability of families becoming inactive or leaving the 
church once their child graduates from the school.  
 
Trinity’s school is a large draw of members for the church. Combining church and school at a single 
site will provide maximum opportunity to cross-sell church and school and thus maximize the value 
and chances for success of this important ministry.  
 
While Trinity’s “physical” presence in the South Hill neighborhood would cease if all facilities are 
combined at Hamilton Road, Trinity could expand its ministries as it becomes part of a new 
neighborhood while continuing to support its present ministries in South Hill.  Options on how to 
continue South Hill ministries after a move to Hamilton Road were outlined and discussed at the 
congregational forums during the “pastoral perspectives” presentation.   
 
 

Site Proposals 

 
Three conceptual plans for Trinity’s facilities have been presented for consideration:   
 

 BLDD Architects proposal involves bringing the South Madison site up to code plus repairs to 
meet current life/safety codes - no expansion at either South Madison or Hamilton Road.  
The MSEC deemed this to be an unviable option.  The cost is significant ($3.2 million), and 
does not address any functional ministry needs. 
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 Proposal 1 which maintains two campuses and includes demolition of the 1941 building at 
Madison Street and expansion at both Madison Street and Hamilton Road. 

 

 Proposal 2 which unifies all Trinity facilities (church and school) onto one campus at 
Hamilton Road with an expansion of facilities at Hamilton Road. 

 
Conceptual plans included cost estimates from approximately $17 million (Proposal 1) to $20 million 
(Proposal 2).  These estimates were for completion of comprehensive “concept” projects at both 
locations.  Considering that these are merely estimates for “concepts,” cost differences for the 
scope of the projects involved are not significant.  The MSEC assumes that due to the size of the 
final estimates, projects at either site would be phased over a period of years, perhaps a decade or 
more.  Additionally, the actual scope of the projects will be determined by the congregation and 
committees that follow the MSEC.  With project costs likely being very similar at either location, cost 
was not a bias to influence the MSEC decision on site recommendation. 
 
 

Conclusion and Recommendation 

 
Based on the limited benefit to ministries provided by merely upgrading the Madison Street site for 
facility usability and code compliance, the prohibitive challenges inherent in any contemplated 
expansion at this site, and the limited ability for any possible future additional expansion, versus the 
inherent flexibility to proceed on a clean-slate basis with state of the art facilities at the Hamilton 
Road site, MSEC believes that Trinity’s ministries will best be able to develop their full potential by 
unifying all facilities at the Hamilton Road site.  The MSEC therefore recommends Proposal 2 which 
unifies all Trinity facilities (church and school) onto one campus at Hamilton Road with an expansion 
of facilities at Hamilton Road. 
 
 


